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ABSTRACT 
The current global energy scenario and consumption rate is alarming greatly as the tremendous increase in 
population causes a sharp increase in electrical energy demand. The exhaustive extraction and production of 
fossil energy is the main reason and contributor to many environmental issues. As these fuels will ultimately get 
depleted resulting into increased energy shortfall, climate change and energy insecurity. In this regards every 
country is putting an effort to increase energy efficiency as well as switching over to new and renewable energy 
technologies. Among such solar energy from the sun is free and abundant. It offers number of strategic benefits 
which replaces the fossil-fuel combustion for the various electrical and thermal needs by minimizing the 
emissions of harmful gases and air pollutants. Currently, solar energy’s contribution to the total global energy 
supply is very low and small but the potential is enormous. Historically solar systems suffer from huge initial 
cost than conventional energy sources but once the solar technologies are installed, they have very low 
operating costs and require minimal input this provides security against conventional fuel supply disruptions 
and their prices. However present innovation and supports for solar manufacturing and sales prices have 
dropped greatly from the past few decades resulting into at energy price parity. Shockley-Queisser limit is the 
theoretical maximum efficiency that a single junction solar cell can exhibit. The current research in this 
direction is going on to find out the best substitute materials and technology to improve the performance of 
solar cells. The study of light spectrum and different absorption levels in semiconductor material, special 
coating, application of nano technology and use of organic polymers have led to greater saving and rapid 
production. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Every location on the Earth receives sunlight to a very good extent of the year and the quantity of solar radiation 
reaching any one point on the Earth's surface varies with respect to the followings namely, Geographic location, 
Time of day, Season, Local weather and landscape. A particular point on the Earth's surface gets maximum 
possible energy when sun is closer and rays are vertical as well varies with slant angles. The radiation data 
required for solar photovoltaic systems is expressed in terms of kilowatt-hours per square meter (kWh/m2) and 
for solar heating systems it is British thermal units per square foot (Btu/ft2). French physicist Edmond Becquerel 
discovered the concept of Photovoltaic conversion early in the year 1839. Solar PV cells are the basic building 
blocks of all PV systems made up of Photovoltaic (PV) materials and devices to convert sunlight into electrical 
current by photoelectric effect. Several PV cells of various sizes and shapes, from a smallest postage stamp to 
several centimetres drawn from semiconducting materials are often connected to form PV modules and in turn 
Arrays [1]. The other accessories like, electrical connections, mounting mechanisms, power-handling and 
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Proficiency Based Progression (PBP) education has established effectiveness in extraordinary surgical spe-
cialties. The “Venezuelan fowl version” is an foremost education version for robot suturing, anastomosis and 
knot tying tasks.  

We in comparison the effectiveness of Halsted’s apprenticeship method to education with the PBP method for 
coaching the robot suturing of a VUA on a fowl version. 

Proficiency Based Progression (PBP) simulation education is a technique that has been carried out for ed-
ucation abilties in some other excessive-hazard environments, i.e., surgical treatment and process primarily 
based totally medicine. This method to talent acquisition differs from traditional education, due to the fact the 
trainee should confirm that they realize what to do and may do it to quantitatively described skillability bench-
marks which can be objective, obvious and fair, earlier than execution in their abilties at the actual global 
tasks. Furthermore, the overall performance metrics and skillability benchmarks which underpin education 
are derived from practitioners who’re very skilled and ‘proficient’ withinside the undertaking or abilties to be 
learned. In prospective, randomised, blinded and multi-centre medical trials PBP simulation education has 
been established to be an powerful and green method to schooling and education with operative performanc-
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es that are >40 better than comparative education effects A PBP method to education abilties for operating 
in a excessive hazard surroundings has but in no way been used outdoor the sector of medical medicine. The 
approach is printed in The metrics are first recognized from an in depth undertaking evaluation from skilled 
practitioners who’re ‘good’ at acting the process to be characterised (degrees 1a-d). The metrics are then 
tested (i.e., face, content material and assemble validation) and as soon as tested are used to construct a cur-
riculum (degrees 2–four). Each degree of the curriculum has a overall performance/ skillability benchmark 
which trainees should reveal earlier than development to the following degree of their education. The quan-
titatively described overall performance/skillability benchmarks are derived from the performances of skilled 
practitioners who’re actually ‘good’ at acting the equal process. Benchmarks are quantitatively described 
at the imply overall performance of the skilled and ‘good’ practitioners. Experienced practitioners rankings 
whose overall performance is peculiar to their peers (i.e., extra than widespread deviations from the imply 
rankings in their peers) are excluded from the skillability benchmarking  

Robotic naïve urology (n = 12), surgical treatment (n = 12) and gynecology (n = 12) junior citizens (n = 
36) have been all given get entry to a web mastering module wherein they have been taught the way to carry 
out the VUA version which became objectively assessed (Baseline). All members have been then matched 
(for surgical specialty, ~age, residency year, and talent and randomly allotted to the Traditional Trained or 
PBP organization. The PBP needed to reveal skillability in an assessed on-line curriculum. When reached 
the benchmark, they have been educated withinside the abilties laboratory with the PBP-technique. The 18 
members withinside the conventional organization have been then educated through seven very skilled and 
diagnosed robot surgical treatment education specialists the use of an apprenticeship version. Training for 
the Traditional Trained organization became matched for the equal education time because the PBP organi-
zation. All members finished a very last VUA undertaking which became assessed.  

A distinct process characterisation of ‘mark-up and digging’ became conducted (all through 2017), which 
covered the identity and operational definition of foremost and suboptimal overall performance (i.e., devi-
ations from foremost overall performance or mistakes) and extra extreme deviations from foremost overall 
performance that doubtlessly uncovered the employees or their colleagues to protection risks. The PBP tech-
nique additionally quantitatively described skillability benchmarks primarily based totally at the objectively 
assessed overall performance of specialists, as opposed to simply minimal competency overall performance 
tiers or an predicted overall performance byskip mark. Two complete procedural checklists have been derived 
from an in depth undertaking evaluation supported with video recordings of undertaking overall perfor-
mance. The Hand Digging Procedural Checklist consisted of 3 levels and 38 behavioural steps. This covered: 
Site Documentation and Personal Protective Equipment (thirteen steps with thirteen ability Critical Errors); 
Digging Trial Holes (10 steps, with four ability Errors and six ability Critical Errors); and Commence Hand-
ing Digging (15 steps with five ability Errors and 10 ability Critical Errors).  

In the conventional education organization, an average of 15 (95% CI, 12 – 18) overall performance mistakes 
became determined as opposed to 6 (95% CI, five-7) withinside the PBP organization (p<zero>) now no lon-
ger finished, the determined distinction became three (17%) as opposed to 9 (50%) respectively (p=zero,034). 
Overall, 1 (6%) player reached skillability withinside the conventional organization vs 15 (78%) withinside 
the PBP organization (p < zero> ).

We offer an in depth description of put up graduated year (PGY) of members in agencies 1 and a couple of 
As a result, imply PGY became better in organization 1 (five years) in comparison with organization 2 (four 
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years), however there has been no statistical distinction the use of the Mann-Whitney test (p=zero.287). In 
the concurrent validation study, evaluating organization 1 (Tube three education organization) and organi-
zation 2 (no Tube three education organization) there has been statistically substantial distinction withinside 
the imply time to finish the sixteen needle passages (323 seconds vs. 479 seconds, p=zero.016). For the VUA 
package undertaking, organization 1 done the anastomosis extra fast than organization 2 (774 seconds vs. 
1,002 seconds, p=zero.009) and there has been appreciably extraordinary in the long run product rating 
score (sixteen.zero vs. 8.2, p=0.009)

A PBP education curriculum and protocol coupled with the usage of a shoulder version simulator and former-
ly tested metrics produces a advanced arthroscopic Bankart talent set whilst in comparison with conventional 
and simulator-improved education methods. Significantly extra junior, multispecialty citizens reached the 
skillability benchmark through imposing PBP technique for coaching the robot suturing of a VUA on a fowl 
version in comparison to standard education.
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